
THE BEAUTIFUL ISLAND NATURE RESERVE AND BIRD OBSERVATORY

THE CALF OF MAN CODE

The island is a nature reserve.

Please observe the Calf of Man Code in order to protect its 
special wildlife and habitats.

1.  There must be no interference with the  
 Calf’s wildlife

2.  No climbing equipment

3.  Dogs are not allowed

4.  No camping, lighting fires, barbecues, or use of   
 naked flame stoves

5.  No litter

6.  No metal detecting

7.  No digging

8. No drones

To conserve our wildlife and protect your own safety  
please keep to the designated footpaths. 

In order to maintain access for the wardens’ supply boat, 
please do not leave boats unattended in the harbours.

(Copies of the full code are displayed in the Observatory  
on the island) 
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CLIFFS

Breeding birds on the steep slate cliffs that ring 
the Calf of Man include: Kittiwake, Common 
Guillemot, Razorbill, Fulmar, Shag and various 
kinds of Gull. The Shags nest together in large 
colonies and can be identified in spring and 
summer by their glossy green-black  
plumage and distinctive crests. 

THE CALF OBSERVATORY

The idea of a bird observatory on the  
Calf of Man was first suggested in the 1930s. 
However, it was not until 1959 that the Calf  
was first worked as an observatory and it was  
not officially recognised until 1962. Research  
is concerned mainly with migration and the 
island’s breeding birds. 

GREY SEALS 

Grey seals can be seen all year round in water off 
the Calf of Man, especially ‘hauled out’ at low 
tide on Kitterland or the Cletts. A few breed, the 
pups being born in late autumn. Under the Isle 
of Man Wildlife Act it is an offence to disturb 
them, particularly when they have young. 

THE LOGHTAN SHEEP

A small flock of Loghtan sheep, a rare native 
Manx breed, grazes on the Calf. This breed has 
been preserved by Manx National Heritage since 
the 1950s. Its fleece is brown and both sexes are 
horned, rams having four or even six horns.

From left to right - Choughs, The Bird Observatory, Grey seal cow, 
Loghtan ram and lamb.
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THE CALF OF MAN

Manx National Heritage welcomes visitors to the Calf of Man, the 
most remote and possibly the most intriguing of the properties 
under its care.

The 616 acre Islet, measuring approximately two kilometres 
across, is situated off the south-westerly tip of the Isle of Man. 
It is encircled by precipitous cliffs and isolated from the main 
Island by the swirling tide race of the Calf Sound. 

In winter the Calf can be desolate; in spring or summer it is often 
quite idyllic, with a carpeting of wild flowers. Grey seals swim 
out to meet your boat, or you can see them ‘hauled out’ on the 
Cletts, or Kitterland in the Sound. 

Seal saying Hello!

Calf Sound and Kitterland

Upper Lighthouse

Walk the rabbit-cropped paths of the Calf of Man today and you 
will discover a curious mix of characters, history and legend that 
will awaken your senses.

We can guess at the earliest inhabitants, such as perhaps a 
hermit monk associated with an early Christan keeill, or small 
chapel, which may have stood on the Calf over 1,000 years ago. 
The wonderful carved stone altar frontal, known as the Calf 
Crucifixion, now displayed in the Manx Museum, Douglas, was 
found here in 1770, and is about 1,200 years old. 

A more worldly, and perhaps less likely, recluse is said to have 
arrived in Elizabethan times. Descripted as a ‘person who by his 
splendour and affluence had been distinguished in the court 
of Queen Elizabeth’, this unnamed fugitive is said to have taken 
refuge on the Calf after killing a woman in a fit of jealousy. 

A better authenticated story is that of the seventeenth century 
engineer, astronomer and metaphysician, Thomas Bushell. An 
associate of the Lord Chancellor Francis Bacon, the eccentric 
Bushell hid on the Calf after Bacon was accused of taking 
bribes, leaving, as he said, ‘an evil bewitching Court to go into a 
delightful solitaire cave where no fraud, pride or deceit inhabits’. 
He returned to England after three years, leaving his name 
behind him, inappropriately attached to the battery site on the 
Burroo, Bushell’s grave, and a mysterious ‘House’, the purpose of 
which has never been explained. 

Over the centuries the Calf has been home to a series of owners 
and tenants who have both farmed and exploited the wildlife, 
including the oil-rich Manx Shearwaters. Members of the Gibb 
family, who farmed at the Calf over 100 years ago, said prayers 
about the abundance of rabbits, still present today;

“For rabbits hot and rabbits cold, for rabbits young and rabbits old, 
for rabbits tender, rabbits tough, I thanks the Lord, I’ve had enough...”

BUILDINGS 

Remaining buildings on the Calf include: two 1818 lighthouses 
and their smithy; the replacement lighthouse built in 1968; the 
derelict cottage called Jane’s House; and the 1878 farmhouse 
(now the Observatory), with its farmyard, water mill and silo. 
Evidence of earlier inhabitants ranges from prehistoric worked 
flints and early Christian graves, through to defences dating 
from 1651-1713 such as the gun emplacement on the Burroo. 
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CALF OF MAN FLOWERS 

The Island is dominated by heathland surrounded by maritime 
grassland. The heath provides good cover for nesting birds and  
a vivid purple bloom in late summer. One of the Calf’s more 
unusual spring flowers is Spring Squill (Scilla verna) a tiny, pale 
blue, relative of the Bluebell. Also of interest is the colony of 
Elecampane (Inula helenium) near the mill. The coarse-growing 
‘yellowhead’ may be a relic of early Christian occupation.  
In the past it was used to treat saddle galls in horses,  
chest infections in human beings and in dyeing. 

The Calf has been an official British Bird  
Observatory since 1962; wardens live here  
and keep detailed records  
from March to November  
each year. 

Bird watchers have the chance to see a wide variety of resident  
or migrant species, including the acrobatic red-legged Chough  
of which the Calf has the densest breeding population per 
square mile in Britain. 

On land, you can watch a flock of agile four-horned Loghtan sheep, 
the traditional Manx breed, as they graze amongst the heather.

Visitors are asked to keep to the paths and tracks from which you 
can see all the Island’s buildings. Jane’s House, a small building 
on a site marked ‘The Mansion House’ on a 1771 map, overlooks 
the northern harbours. The south-facing farmhouse, built in 1878 
(note its plaque, which reads Parva Domus, Magna Quies – a 
small house, great peace), houses the Bird Observatory. And to 
the west are the lighthouses, the empty shells of the pair built by 
Robert Stevenson in 1818, and a modern replacement built in 
1968 but now abandoned in favour of a modernised lighthouse 
on the neighbouring Chicken Rock.

Remember that the Calf is remote and if there is an emergency,  
help on the Islet is limited. Wardens, if they are resident, can 
communicate with emergency services. 

Left to right

Visiting boat from Port St Mary, Meadow pipit  
and White tailed bumblebee

VISITING THE CALF OF MAN

It is possible to reach the Calf of Man by boat from both Port Erin 
and Port St Mary. Look for the Calf Information panels at the 
harbours. These seasonal trips depend upon visitor numbers, 
weather and tide. 

There are wardens resident on the Calf for most of the year and 
they will be pleased to help you during your visit. There are 
areas with restricted access at different times of the year. Please 
consult local notices or wardens for guidance.

You may need extra warm and weather-proof clothing, food and 
drink. Visitors are welcome on the Calf but you are asked to 
observe the simple rules for protection of its wildlife. Large 
parties should always consult the wardens as to whether there 
are currently particularly sensitive areas. 


